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ENOMUSEO
OPENING TIMES
From Monday to Saturday:
8.30 AM - 12.30 PM / 2 PM - 6.30 PM

Sunday:

The Ca’ Rugate wine museum
collects over 150 pieces between
tools and equipment of the vinegrower’s work that the Tessari
family inherited from their
agricultural activity in about 100
years of history.

It is a museum collection of tools
and equipment and their setting in
the context of rural everyday life.
The exhibition, in fact, documents
the development of the productive
process of wine, from the arrival
of the grapes to the farmyard of a
1940’s house to the bottling of the
wine in the cellar.

10.00 AM - 12.30 PM / 3 PM - 6.30 PM

groups by reservation only

Via Pergola, 36
Montecchia di Crosara (VR)
Ph: 045 6176328
Mail: direzione@enomuseocarugate.it
www.enomuseocarugate.it

Information material funded by the Rural Development Program 2014-2020.
Body responsible for information: Amici del Museo del Vino di Ca’ Rugate
Management Authority: Veneto Region – Direction AdG FEASR e Foreste
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You can observe tools that
measure alcohol, a tool used to
cork bottles by hand and a glass
container to measure quantity.
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A cellar closes the exhibit where
the enormous barrels rich of inlay
and small tools for weighing,
bestow the room almost in a
sacred way.

The memory
is the treasure
and custodian
of all things.
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Recreating a house and its
courtyard, on the exterior we
find the tools which by habit
were left in the farmyard: the
cart, wicker baskets, a press, the
destemmers ... The interior of
the house displays a hall way
and a kitchen where daily
objects and their uses emerge.
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In the caneva,the system of drying
out the grape according to the
tradition can be viewed.
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In the room dedicated to
the warehouse, the visitor will find
the monumental press made up
of many parts and unique pieces
for making wine: piston pumps to
weigh, copper filters, gassificatore.
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As the cart of the Great Bear, this
museum of wine is a step behind in
time that is able to lead us towards
tomorrow. A journey open to all, from a
single visitor, to families, from schools
to groups of people fascinated by history
and wine culture.

